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We get it; you’re busy running a
business—between the admin
stuff and the big picture
planning, legal services are likely
far from top of mind.
Unfortunately, many small and
growing organizations believe
that investing in legal services is a
luxury afforded to established
companies with a huge budget.
Or, they may not know what they
need. The thing is, smaller
companies can benefit big-time
from having the right team on
their side. Between negotiating
contracts, maintaining records,
decoding tax jargon, and
navigating the pitfalls of
establishing a partnership—you
need a lawyer.

OVER 50 YEARS
COMBINED
EXPERIENCE

At the Legal Pros, we understand
that getting started with a legal
team can be intimidating at first.
Our mission is to help you lay the
groundwork for legal compliance
—preventing problems that can
get out of hand as your business
grows.
Look, adding a legal advisor to
your consultant lineup is bound
to pay off in spades. Whether you
need help with incorporation,
employee issues, or protecting
your IP from copycats--our team
can help you avoid legal
headaches and set the stage for
long-term success.
Legal Pros can help you find the
right attorney for your business’
needs.
Contact us today, and we’ll
provide a free consultation to go
over all the ways we can help.

OUR CLIENTS

SOME LOVE FOR THE LEGAL PROS

"We were having some big
problems with Trademark
infringement. The Legal Pros
helped us sort it out and get
the money we deserved."
Jane Goodwin, Red Box

"We've been with the Legal
Pros since we were a startup
with barely any revenue.
They've helped us navigate
the waters and grow."
Paul Baxter, Blue Widgets
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